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S
3 is a well defined topological space.  Historically, the point has not been well defined in 

any other terms than a point set.  To have a discrete point, as a member of a continuous 

set, implies complex analysis at the most fundamental level.  Consider that
n

4
=

n

2
 in 

positive real terms secures a smoothly continuous function not possible on the real line 

without incorporating negative integers; for n = 4:  
!4

4
= !1 "

!4

2
.  When positive 4 

is substituted for n, the result is unity and when n is unity, the result is 
1

2
.  Thereby, the 

condition of Riemann’s zeta function for n to be positive 1, !
s
=

1

n
s

n=1

"

# , because the least 

element (of N * , the positive integers absent of zero) mediates positive order in negative 
terms.  What we mean by that, is that the trivial zeros of the zeta function, the negative 

even integers, are ordered on the negative real line by a 
1

2
 monotonically increasing 

order, 
!n

4
= m : 

n = !2,!4,!6,!8...  
m = !0.5,!1,!1.5,!2..  
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While on the positive side of the complex plane, the equivalent expression 
n

2
suggests 

no such order for 
n

4
=

n

2
 .  The floor value of the result (when converted to a linear 

expression, the equation is2 n  on both sides) will always be even, like linear array of 
the trivial zeros on the negative real line.  We ignore the decimal expansion of the non 
square-integrable values of n , because we are concerned with only the case of mapping 
evens to evens on the entire complex plane.  And because we know that process – i.e., in 
the self-limiting case of continuous real numbers, all odd values of n are converted to 
evens – we know the corollary, that only in the complete and universal set of complex 
numbers do we find a non-arbitrary way to differentiate odd and even properties. In this, 
the Riemann Hypothesis (RH) plays, literally, the central role. 
 
Consider that the self-limiting case of the continuous real line corresponds to a local 
measurement, and the extension of measure to the entire complex plane and sphere, to 
global measurement. 
 
Then we can show that the global complex property begs inversion of the hyperspatial 

metric in real terms.  (5.7.1) As a real unit metric radius, 
1

2
 is the point that divides a 

diameter into 2 even parts, in 1 dimension – an n-dimensional radius that integrates odd 

terms cannot go to equilibrium.  I.e., let O = odd integer; n

O
!

n

2(O)
, lacking the self-

limiting completeness of 2 n = 2 n .   
 

Given the projection between S1  and S3 , therefore, 
n

4
=

n

2
! RH   [Ray, 2002].  

Reciprocal inversion in the most natural terms, 24 = 42 , informs us that transitivity 
implies identity. 
 
The identity element (zero) is then transitively reflected symmetric about the axis of the 
positive real line because of very small values < 1(the critical strip), as the hyperspatial 
metric seeks equilibrium on the strip.  Eqn 1 answers why primes, rather than all 
composite odd numbers, have a special place on the critical line.  Because N **  provides 
a complete interpretation of the distribution of primes, the infinite correspondence (mod 

2) between primes of any magnitude > 2 is identical to the inversion 
1

2
 on the positive 

real line – which only works, of course, due to Riemann’s positivity requirement, n =1. 
 
The zeta function that results in the RH is therefore the most important zeta function 
because it is the most elementary.  In fact, elementary correspondence between the well 
ordering of the positive real line and the non-ordering of the complex plane and Riemann 
sphere begs the transitivity of quantum least action.  Transitivity implies identity. 
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True but uncertain results in real functions, e.g., Chaitin’s ! [Chaitin 2005] and our 
result (eqn 5) do not prevent us from knowing the true state of a measured metric within 
the tiny limits of quantum least action.  Note that the result of eqn 5 differs in the 4th root, 
4.00761805...

4
! 1.41489...  only slightly from 2 . As a first order estimate of the 

length of hyperspatially projected points to Euclidean space, !2 , the value suggests a 
future algebraic ability to predict the differentiated origin of events in hyperspace that by 
present methods (tensor calculus, e.g.) are considered undifferentiable from any 
arbitrarily chosen point of 4-dimensional space-time. (Our technique gives time an 
independent physical role.)  
 

** 
With grateful thanks to Dr. Patrick Frank of the Stanford University Synchrotron 
Radiation Laboratory, for years of kind support and good humored encouragement.  

** 
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